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CYOLIC S!I?RESS-STRAIN ’S!YJDIES Ol? METAiIS IN UORSION

i$y D. A. Paul aad.R. L. Moore

. . SUMMRY “
.

Cyclic torsion tests were made to determine the ef-
fects of var~ing amounts of torsional overtrain on the
shape of the shearing stress-strain diagrams of the fol-
lowiag na.terials: aluminum alloy 17ST, mild steel, wrought
iron, coi>per$ brass, and magnesium alloy AX57S.

!i!he.res.ults indtcate no appreciable change in the
total shearing elastic range”.or” modulus of elasticity of
17ST for varying amounts of torsional o-verstrain.

——
The-

yield strengths for torques in the tiirection of the first
overstrai.n were slightly.higher than observed for torc_ues
applied.subsequently in the opposite. tlirectio-n. ‘ “=

---- ... “. .-
The total shearirig elastic range .ofthe mild steel

an~ wrought ir,on was somewhat reduced ‘by “the”.ov-traiiing.
Although the motiuli IOf elasticity indicated by the stress-
strain relations for ‘decreasin&. torques tiere 0S9eIltidly

the sane as. found for the first applications oi’ load,
licear relationships between str.e”ss.and strain were no~’”-
found for subsequent increasing torquesd --- -“-..—.. . . ..-

Zhe. shearing stress-s.trai.n ”ctirves.for the copper?
the brass, and the “idi5’7Sindicate no. linear relationship
3etweea stress and stfiain for either increasing or i5e-
cress.ing toro_ues after the first app’iication of overtrain.—.,. —. . ,,

..: .,

,. u 11TTRODUCT310H ‘ -
.“,.:,, -.,” “. -=- :

,, ,,. ,,
~ecent studies have .sho~~ t~e eff”ect~ of various

types of cold. work or overtrain upon the stress-strain
characteri.st.ics .of certain metals in tension and compres-
sion.’ (See reference 1.) Sincd’me”tals are generally se-
lected for service uses, on the b“a.sisof the properties
vhich they exhibit in certain prescribed tests, it is ob-
viously essential to know how the results ‘o%tai.ned in any

-*

,
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case may be influenced by forming or fabrication opera-
tions prior to test.

It has been found that annealed or heat-treated
metals which have not received cold work subsequent to .
thermal treatment, have essentially the same stress-
strain curves in tension and compression. //here cold
work is api~lied either by stretching or compressing be-
yond the original yield strength, dissimilar stress- ._
strain c-roves in teasion and compression are obtai~ed,
the higher ~ield strength being found in the direction
of– straining.

Fol~~directional cold yrorking of aluminum alloys, such
as is produced by forging, cold..rolling, drawing, or ex-
truding, results in similar stress-strain curves in ten-
sion ai~d compression with yield strengths higher than are
obtained. for metal free from cold working- ghe alternate
application of overtrain in tension and compression, or
cyclic .overstraining, also results in similar stress-strain
relations in tension and compression for aluminum alloys,
provided the degree of cold. work in the two directions is
substantially the same. The yield strengths are generally
not as high, however, as produced by polydirectional cold
work ● CyCliC overstr.aining of mild steel eliminates the
characteristic yield point in both tension and compression
whereas this type of cold working may materially alter the
shape of the stress-strain curves for brass and magnesium.
In some cases cyclic’ overtraining reduces the propor-
tio~al limits in both tension and compression to practi-
cally zeros

The properties of metels -most commonly used by engin-
eers to determine their suitaljility for a given use are,
of course”, those determined from t~e tension and compres-
sion tests. The torsion test is essential, h~wever, in
the determination of shear properties. In view of’ the ef-
fects which cold working is known to have upon stress-
strain characteristics in tension and compression, it
seemed desirable that some attempt be made to determine
the effects of cold work~itg or overtraining upon stress-
strain relations in shear.

The object of this investigation was to determine
cyclic Sti”ess-straia curves in shear for several commer-
cial wrought metals and to determine from the shapes of

‘ these cuxves the effects of varying amounts of torsional
overtrain.
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Six different metals were tested.: namely, aluminum
alloy 17SY ,“,nild steel,wrougnt iron, copper, brass, and

b magnesium alloy A3157S. All the materials except the
steel v~de

L-’” ‘
o%tained. .in t-he focm of 3/4-ipch I.P.S. tub- -

iag with a nominal outside diarseter of 1-050 inches and
a wall tb.ickness of 0.113 inch. The steel tu”oe had an
outside diameter of 1-1/8 inches, which was reduced to :--
1.050 i~ches in order that $t .cculd be tested with avail-
able equiprnbnt, leaving a wali thickness of approximately
o.15c i.rich. Yhe dia>eter-to-thi ckness ‘“(Z/t) ratio for
the steel tube was akout 7, whereas for the other nateri-
als this ratio varied. between 9 and 10.

‘The s-pecf.f:catfions to which the materials conforned
are as follows:

. . —
,.

Metal Spec-ification

17S!I? I’ederal Specification WW-!2-786

Steel S.A.3. 30. 1015

Yrollght ix on O.o?c - 0.53 Mn (no specification) —

Copper A.S,T.M. ‘I!emtative Specifications (B42-39q)
.

Brass A.S.T.M, Teatative Specifications (B43-Z9T!)
,.

AM57S Air Corps Specification Ho. 1131~

.. . .’.

Z!F,etensile,, compressive, arid shearing properties of
these materials, are summarized in table “f. The copper
tubing, which .,was.received. in a hard-dra~in temper unstiited
‘for the t;~peof testS to be”made, ~~as.given a partial an-
neal of 20 minutes atL300Q C: . -.

~he cyclic torsion tes,ts were made “in a large lathe
in the machine ‘shop, tistn~ the set-up “shown 37 the photo-
graph of figure 1. This ar~angement has been used with

.-—._
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satisfactory results in previous torsion tests. (See ,
refereilce 2.) As indicated In the figure, one end of ,
the specimen was gripped in the chuck of the lathe, ‘
which was locked in a stationary position, vhile the
other eiid was supported by but free to rotate on a ball-
hearing center in the tail stock. Torque was applied by
dead weights sus~ended from a horizontal lever arm 30
inches long, clamped to the end of the tubing held in
the tail stock.

Strains r~ere calculated fnm twist measurements ob-
tained by means of a Martens mirror troptometer over. a
3-inch gage length. For the size OF ~ubing tested, this
gage length made it possible to read strains within
~0.00002 inch per inch.

The torsion tests were i~ade on specimens approxi-
mately 15 inches long. The clear distance between griP.S
was 7 inches, a length so chosen as to limit the total
over-all twist to approximately 10o, for ~tihichit vas not
aecessary to make any correction for shortening of the
lever arm. Twist was measured over a 3-inch gage length
with the mirror holders 2 inches from the grips. This
distaace was considered sufficient to give a uniform
stress distribution for th,at part of the specimen .on which
the twist uas measured.

IQ the cyclic” torsion tests data for a shearing
stress-straia. curve l~ere obtained in the usual manner by
applyifi~ iilcre.meats of--torq-ae and detierninin~ th~corre-
sponding sheer strains. ‘“flhendeformation sufficient to
produce a pe~*manent set of approximately 0Q2 percent was
attaiaed, the torqus was removed’in ,decremeats a~d corre-
spoildi~g strains determined ufittl zero stress was reached.
Torque was then agplied in the gppo’site direction and
the stress-strain curve was determined to the same perna-
nent set (0.2 percent) after which the torque was again
reduced to “ze’ro by decremei~ts. This procedure completed
the loading for one c;~cle. The procedure was continued
for t’:~oadditional cycles to pernanent sets of about 0.4
percent and 0.6 percent-~- 1:~.the case of the steel tubing,
two cyclee for 0.2 percent set were run.

In order to obtain permanent sets approximately equal Y

to those s~ecified, it was necessary to plot rough torque-
strain curves during the progress of the tests. It should b’~
be emphasized that the twist-measuring de~ice was not re-
moved from the specimen during t~e- entire test’and that in

r
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going. frog one direction to ,another the loading process
for aay one cycle was Contiriuous. “ The strain readings
indicated. no lost m,ostion in. the set-up in the lathe.,,

qhe shear stresses ~~e~e~calculated for the outer
fibers of tie tubing by means o’f the formula:

2Tr,
Ss = 4

Tr(rl - r.4,

where Ss maximum shear st’ress, pounds per square inch

y torque, pound-inches . .-

rl “outer radius, inches .

-r. inner radius, inches

In addition to the cyclic torsion tests$ standard
tensile, compressive, and shearing stress-strain tests
were made on all the material% as indicated by the re-
sults in t.able I. Te.,nsile tests were also. made onthe
tubes tha,t were subjected to “torsional .overs.tratning, in
order to dete”rmi’ne th,e effect of this type of cold work
upon t’he teasile properties. In the tensile and the, com-
pressive tests, strains, were measured, over 2-i.~h g-e
leugths usiag the I.larteLnsmirror .=tensometer- ~?hree-iach
gage lengths. were used ~in.t“~e shear-tests,“’-—”-”-%’s p“fe~$~o~sly
indicated. .2he slenderness, ratio “(L/r) of all.-compres-
.si,on“specimens was about 12. ..i -.

DISCUSSION 03’ E73SULTS

The .r5sults given in table I and figures 2 to 7 make
possii3Le a compa”risoti of the tensile, cornpress~ve, a,nd .
shear properties’ of the ~ate~ials used. Yield st-retigh~s
in all cases were selected as the stress at which the-;~f-
set fao?n the initial modulus line was 0.2 percent. As
will,-oe noted, materials representing a wide range of
mech.?.aical properties were used% Tens}le yield stren&hs’””-
rangei! froia about 44 to 90 perceut of the tensii”e -
strength-s. The compressive yield strengths with one “e~-
ception. were less thaq the. tensile.yield strengths. The
differences between these properties in..the Case of the
‘17ST, tile AH5?S, and the annealed copper were sufficient.

——
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to indicate the effect of cold work by stretching. !The
20-minute a~ineal at 300° C, given ~h~-hard-drawn copper
tubing, was oaly a partial anneal. Shearing yield
strengths raqged from shout 48 to 65”percent of the ten-
sile yield strength-s, which agrees reasonably’ well with
the ratios usually assumed between these mechanical prop-
erties.

~igure 8 shows the shearing stress-strain curves ob-
tained for the 17Sg. The curve from the origin to the
point A, back through’-ze&o stress to the point B, and
then to zero, represents one comylet? cycle for 0.2 per-
cei~t overtrain applied in both the positive and the nega-
tive directions. The curve extending from zero stress
through C and i) and then back to zero, represents the
second cycle, etc.

It is apparent from these curres for 17S!L!tha$ cYclic
overstrz,iniag in torsion had”no appreciable effect upon +

the total, shearing elastic range. The yield strengths
corresponding. to 0.2 percent set T::eresomewhat ,higher f-or

‘ the torques a~plied in the directionof first overtrain
z

than for the torques in the opposite direction. Qh e
moduli .of elasticity indicated by the stress-strain rela-
tions for decreasing torques from ths points - A, C,

.—
and

z, or from B, D, and 3’, are essentially the same ati
indicated by the initial modulus line in the first cycle.
In general, these curves for 2.7SU indicate cyclic over-
training in torsion to have about the same effect on the
shearing stress-strain curves that cyclic overtraining
in teasion and compression has upon the tensile and the
compressive stress-strain curves.

Yhe stress-strain curves shown for the steel tubing
in fi@re 9 indicate a slight decrease”in total shearing
elastic ra~-ge as a result of overstz-aicing. The stress-
straiil relations for decreasing torques from the points
A, C:,E, dnd G, or B, D, T, and H, are essentially
linear, and are approximately parallel. t.o t-he initial modu-
lus line. The first Ioadin& to the point A is the only
one, however, .to show a definite linear relationship be--
tween increasing. shearing stre,sses aad straias, from which
a yield strength and modulus “of plasticity’ in sheer might-
be &etermined.

— –*”

The stress-strain curves shown in figure 10. for the #
wrought-iron tubi~g”s;how about” the stime characteristic of
behavior under cyclic overstraiaitig as foun~ for the steel _. ._
tubing,
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The ,stres.s-str.aja ,Curves:,,shown,in figure 11 for the
copper ir.hiag i.nflicat.ea behav,io”r.more u.north’odox”than
any. considered. thus far.., Except foy the ~irst part of
the firs”t cz?cle, a li~e~~ relati-onship between shearing
stress aad strain was not obtained”. What apyeared “to be
a deformation c“orrespoiding, t,o;a“yermanent set of 0.2
percent at point A result’~d””in only 0.15 percent set
when the stress was returned t,Q zero. This difference
between ~ermanent set” and the, &eparture, or offset, from
the init~al modulus Itne shows that there may be an “ap-
preciable dif~”erepce’’~etw.een”the,yield strength defined

,. on ihe basis of a def”ini”$”epermanent set and the yield
strength defined on th’e %asis. of ,th”e,same amount of off-
set. It was f,ouqd by, tri~l that the deformations for

.

pernanent sets of 0.4 percent’ and 0.6 percent for the
second and third cycles could be approxiti-ated by measur-

.-

ing offsets from a line parallel to the modulus liri6rob-
taiaed on the first ..loadiug, drawn from the point of zero
stress, rather than from a line taa.gent to the stress-
strain curve at the point of zero stress. -—

..

The stress-strain curves show,n .in figure 12 for the ._,“
brass tubing indicate a bekavior somewhere between that
obtained for the ,wroughtviroa and the, copper. tubing, as - ““-’— ““
far as the linear rel”at”ionships beti~6en shearing stress ‘-
and strain are concerned. There is more difference be-” -‘- “-
tween the shapes of the curves for stressing “in oppos-ite

—.-—

directions, however, than found for any of the other
metals. As indicated in the figure, points A, C, and
E fall almost on a horizontal line, indicating a marked
yield. poiat in this &iTE+CtiOZ1. As a,result, the pe”rtia-
n“eat sets for the upper cur”ve”s of the second and the

third. cycles exceed somewbaij the limits ,of 0~4fland 0.6
percent intended. ~he” Str”ess-strain “relations obtained

whe~ overtrain in one direction was ren.oved by straining
in the opposite direction were more gradual curves.

..._—.

The stress-strain ‘c&ves shQ;ti.in fig~re 13 for the

AM57S tubing i.mdicate cha.,racteristi.cs of. behavior “similar
to those already described. %e” resul?s obtained by tor-
sional overtraining on this material Mere not quite so
unusual as found when alternate overtrains in tension
and compression were applied. (See reference 1.)

The shape of the ,st’re,s,s=straiqcurves for” the coppet,
‘the brass, and the A.K57S afte-r”the first application of
overtrain raises several pert.i~ent questions regarding

——.—

the i.nter~>retation and the P,os..siblesignificance of’ such
—~ -—-—~
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results, Single torsion tests have not shown shearing

stresswstrain relations of the kind observed in the second ~ d

and the third cycles, suggesting that the material tested
had not bees subjected to previous torsional overtrain

or that a time factor connected with the relaxation of
strain was eliminated in the continuous tests.

Ta%le II and figures 2 to 7 show a comparison 3e-
tween the teasile properties of the original material and
the tensile properties of the tubes wriich had been sub-
jected to cyclic torsion. It is apparent-from these data
that the tensile properties were not materially $nfluenced
by torsional overtraining. The greatest differences were ‘
found in the case, of the yield strengths of the wrought
iron and the annealed copper.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are based upon the results
of thoso cyclic torsion tests on several wrou~ht metals:

1. The shearing stress-strain characteristics of all
the metals were not affected.in the same manner by tor-
sional overtrain.

.

●

�

7 Torsional overtrain “had about the same effect
uyon ~~earing stress-strain relations that overtrain in
tension and compression had upon the tens,il”eand the com-
pressive stress-strain relations of the sa’me metals.

3. !The total elastic range of’”17ST, as ind~dat=d IJY
the extent of the liaear relationship between shearing
stress and strain, was little affected by straining beyond
the elastic limit, first in one direction and then in the
opposite direction. The total shearing elastic rangq of
steel and wrought iron was reduced somewhat by this strain-
ing procedure; while, for the anne”aled copper, ‘brass, and
AM57S, a linear relationship” between shearing stress and
straia was not “obtained after tlio first application of
overstraino

4. Torsional operstrain, as ~roduced in these tests, t
had almost no effect upon the t-o-n~ileproperties of tho
materials iavest’igated.

z

5. The lack of– a linear relationship botwoon shonr-
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ing stress and strain, as found in a num%er of the repcct-
ed load tests, raises several questions of fundamental ___ ._
importr.ncc regardir.g the significance and the propor 3JI-
terpretation of such experimental datn. The tcst~.ds.-.. ..

scribed in this rc~ort can only ‘oe”coasidered as prelimi-
nary in pointing out some interesting and important phe-
nomena reg=r~ing stress-strain relations.

Al~ilzw Research Laboratories,
Aluminum Conpany of America, .—

Xew Kensington, Penna. , August 13, 1940.
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SUMMARYOF TENSIIJI$00MERESSIVE, .LW SHFARING PROI?ER!UXS03’TWBINGAS REOEIVED

Material

175T?

Steel

Tensile
strength

(lb/sqin.)

T-

65,950

82,380

Wrought iron 461’720

Copjjf3r 40,540
(annealed)

Brass $1,670

AM5?S 41,240

Tensile
~ieldr!”

strength

)ffsd=o .2$

[lb/sq in. )

45,000

74,500

24,8(X)

21,200

27,300

20$2(XI

Gtio:

~Loy.S.

-K-K--

68,2

90.5

53.1

52.3

44.3

49.0

Elongation

in 2 in.

(percent )

25

19

61

43

53

15

compressive
yield

strength,>

3ffse&0.2~

(lb/sq in.)

37,400

72,500

24,600

18,500

28,800

16,300

lDeterminedon specimenswith slendornossratio (L/r) of 12.

SheZ@&”
yield

C.Y.S. strengtz
jj-~ offset=O.2$.,.

(lb/sq in. )

97.3 48,500

99.2 15,250

87.3 10,100

__l___L05.4 15,400

X).7 10,500

3atio:

5.Y*S.
fi,~

48.9

65.1

61.5

47.6

56.4

52.0

P
0

I ( I
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TABJJzII

CCMF.AR150?iOF WENST.IJJTROP3RTINSOF TUBINGBEFO.3EAXO AI?!KERCYCLICTORSIONTXSTS

?,laterial

17ST

Steel

Wrought iron

Copper (annealed)

Brass

A.M57S

Tensilo strength

(lb/sq in.)

Before

65,950

82,380

46,720

4C,540

61,670

41,240

Aft er

65,%0

82,030

47,020

40,840

62,120

41,070

——.

Yield strength

(lb/sq in. )

1
Before

-.I
45,000 ‘

74,500

24,/?00

21,200

27,3(XI

20,mo

—— .

—.

After
—.——-

44,000

76,000

29,400

24,500

28,700

19,500

——

Elongation
in 2 in.
(percent)

Before
— —.-

~~

19

61

43

53

15

Aft er
.——

25

18

68

43

50

15

H
c1
(-)
W
P

=i0.
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Figure 4.- Tensile and compressive streae-strainourves for wrought iron tubing.
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Figure 5.- Teneile and comprees~ve et;ese-etrainaurves for aopper tubing.
Hard drawn copper annealed 20 minuten at 300°C.
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Figure 8.- Cyclic torsional ntresa-straincurves for aluminum alloy tubing,17ST.
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Figure 10.- Cyclic torsional stress-strain curves for wrought.irun tubing.
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Figure 11.- CyOlio torsional stress-straincurves for copper tubing.

Hard drawn copper annealed 20 minutes at 300°C.
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Figure 12.- Cyclic torsional etreas-straincurves for brase tubing,braes (60:40).
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Figure 13.- Cyclic torsional stress-straincurvee for magnesium alloy tubing,AX57S.
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